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What the Scientists Say About Time TravelItâ€™s fair to say that most scientists today will tell you

that time travel is impossible. Three of todayâ€™s top physicists - Charles Liu, Brian Green and

Michio Kaku - all hold that time travel is, if not impossible, unlikely in the extreme. However, one of

the most brilliant minds of our time, physicist Stephen Hawking, disagrees - although only partially.

He believes that time travel is theoretically possible, but only into the future.â€¦. But What Do Real

People Experience?The opinion of science, however, has never stopped thousands of people

around the world from reporting what they firmly believe are actual experiences of spontaneous time

travel! Still others insist that time travel is not only possible, but they have already done it as part of

top secret government programmes.Claims for time travel range from the highly flaky to the

astoundingly believable. They are especially difficult to dismiss when time travel reports come from

absolutely ordinary, rock-solid people who have nothing to gain by proclaiming they travelled in

time.Many people who report time travel experiences donâ€™t necessarily believe it themselves.

What happened to them was so strange, so unexpected, yet so real; they simply have no other

good explanation for their experience.You will meet a number of such individuals in this book, most

of their stories straight out of the headline of local newspapers. No doubt, a story or two will strike

the reader as pure balderdash. On the other hand, some of these cases of time travel are tantalizing

and unexplainable. They also come with a certain amount of solid evidence, such as stopped

clocks, frozen machines and electromagnetic devices acting in inexplicable ways.Physicist and

NASA scientist Tom Campbell said that scientific advances always â€˜come from the fringe.â€™

Thus, even if you consider some of these stories stepping dangerously â€˜out thereâ€™ onto that

fringy edge, remember that many of yesterdayâ€™s fringe theories are todayâ€™s scientific fact. At

the very least, it doesnâ€™t hurt to approach the idea of time travel with an open mind and a sense

of wonder.Contents Include:* The Man Who Froze Time* Time Storms* Andrew Basiago* Planes,

Trains & Automobilesâ€¦..and Ships* Liverpool* Back in Time â€“ Retro-causation* The Kersey Time

Slip* Remote Time
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This was a fascinating book to read; I learned quite a bit about time travel cases of which I had been

unaware. Having said that, it was a tad frustrating to find the meat on the bone of the subject matter

in the book. There are tantalizing clues and nebulous accounts of various time travel incidents

throughout the book; however, the author doesn't provide any follow up or offer any attempts by him

to contact some of the people involved in these incidents. Granted, some have passed away, some

faded into obscurity, and what not, but due to the what I can only imagine is a world-wide fascination

for most people with the very idea of time travel, I feel the author should've made the effort if he was

able. If you're looking for that type of experience with this book, save your money. If on the other

hand you are like me and would like to have a primer on the various reported/alleged time travel

incidents then go ahead and get this book. You will enjoy it if you enjoy speculating about the "what

if" but not if you want the "show me the proof".

I actually heard a story from this book on one of the pod-casts I listen to. As soon as it was over I hit

 and bought it. Several very interesting stories involving time travel and time slips. All are fairly short,

read the entire book in one sitting. I have always been interested in time slips but it can be hard to

find good stories that are not heavily slanted in one direction or another by the author. This book is

the exception, the author does a good job presenting you with stories and letting you make up your

own mind. Book is well written and easy to read. Not to heavy on technical or physics jargon. For

the most part the stories are presented just as the person experienced the phenomena. I

recommend this book (and it's sequel) to anyone who has an interest in the subject of time travel.



It's ok, some of the stories are very interesting, some not.

What an intriguing book!I got hooked reading this book from the first page.From Sid the appliance

repair man who invents a secrettime travel and military weapons freeze machine to Skipthe remote

viewer, this book is utterly fascinating.The fact that the stories in this book are documentedtrue

stories leaves me spell bound about our world.The story about government involvement in a time

travelexperiment involving kids is definitely worth gettingthis book for.Very well written!

I at least expected more stories from people who claim to have experienced time slips. It all seemed

very short and minimal and with no real attempt to verify facts.

Save your money and just look for the same stories on the Internet. Each story is just the bare

bones information with no real research, in depth hypotheses, nor any background information.

Presented as short vignettes in the Ripley's style. Short book, but don't waste the 3 bucks. The

author probably spent all of a day getting these stories from web searches.

These stories are all related to true events. The idea of parrellel universes is explained as a possible

reason thesehappenings. The way that a tiny slip towards a parrellel universe can create a window

to see into or go into it can happen. Slips like this show the relative lack of force that time has. Time

is only relative here and is nonbindingelsewhere. This book shows how the quantum science

explanations of earth and the universe make sense of how life is.

This is the first and only book that I have ever read about time travel so it is difficult to compare

against anything else. Unless I check out his references, I have no feeling for the validity of what is

in the book. It is interesting in any case. He did make one statement about physicists agreeing on

time travel. In my 15 years at Los Alamos, I met a lot of physicists and none of them ever mentioned

time travel.
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